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Abstract. This note introduces Peter Landin’s 1965 technical report “A Generalization of Jumps and Labels”,
which is reprinted in this volume. Its aim is to make that historic paper more accessible to the reader and to help
reading it in context. To this end, we explain Landin’s control operatorJ in more contemporary terms, and we
recall Burge’s solution to a technical problem in Landin’s original account.
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1. Introduction

In the mid-60’s, Peter Landin was investigating functional programming with “Applicative
Expressions”, which he used to provide an account ofAlgol 60 [10]. To explicategoto,
he introduced the operatorJ (for jump), in effect extending functional programming with
control. This general control operator was powerful enough to have independent interest
quite beyond the application toAlgol: Landin documented the new paradigm in a series of
technical reports [11, 12, 13]. The most significant of these reports is “A Generalization of
Jumps and Labels” (reprinted in this volume on pages 9–27), as it presents and investigates
theJ-operator in its own right.

The generalization is a radical one: it introducesfirst-class controlinto programming
languages for the first time. Control is first-class in that the generalized labels given by the
J-operator can be passed as arguments to and returned from procedures. In that regard,J
is recognized as a precursor ofcall/cc in Scheme [3, 4, 16, 22].

To the contemporary reader, theJ-operator could be understood as giving the programmer
access to continuations — despite the fact that the general concept of continuation was not
yet discovered in 1965. (For a history of continuations, see Reynolds’s historical survey
[19].) Continuations appear, albeit implicitly, within the states of thesecd-machine. The
J-operator makes the implicit control information contained in the dump component of
the secd-machine available to the programmer as a procedure. Several special cases of
continuations are discussed, in particular the result continuation (return address, as it were)
of a procedure, which Landin even callsnatural continuation, as well as (downward) failure
continuations, calledfailure actions, in an application ofJ to backtracking.

Because of the underlyingsecd states, the word “state” is frequently used by Landin
as synonymous to the modern “continuation”. In this usage, it is close to the systems
programmer’s concept of state (as in: “the state of a suspended process is saved for later
resumption”); it should not be confused with the current usage of “state” in semantics, in the
sense of something to be changed by assignment. As emphasised in Landin’s introduction,
control is independent of assignment.
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In the remainder of this note, we discuss the relationship ofJ to call/cc and return ,
comment on its semantics in terms ofsecd machine, and conclude with some general
remarks of a historical nature. This is intended to help read the paper in context, especially
subsequent developments in the area of control operators.

2. The J operator

TheJ-operator is typically used in an idiom like this:

f = λx.
let g1 = λy.N1

and g2 = J (λz.N2)
M

Here a proceduref contains some local proceduresg1 andg2. Thelet-expression is Landin’s
unsugared way of writing procedures declared within some other procedure. (In Landin’s
notation, scope in expressed by indentation. Here the scope ofg1 and g2 is M .) For
comparison, first consider what happens when the local procedureg1 is called: after the
call tog1 is completed, control returns to the point whereg1 was called, so that evaluation
proceeds somewhere inM . Now considerg2: theλ-abstractionλz.N2 is modified by an
application of theJ-operator to giveg2 a non-standard control behaviour. More precisely,
wheng2 is called, it does not return to where it was called, but to wheref was called. In
particular, callingg2 affords a means for a fast exit from the body off , i.e.,M . When
reading Landin’s paper, the reader may like to consult the parser on page 15 for an example
of the use ofJ.

2.1. J as a generalizedreturn

One may motivateJ by considering its common idiomJI , whereI = λx.x is the identity
combinator, as a generalized return function [1]. Although not usually described in terms
of continuations, thereturn function is perhaps the most widely known example of a jump
with arguments, i.e., continuation invocation. It is common practice to jump out of some
nested structure with the overall result of the current function, even in quite trivial programs,
e.g.:

int fact(int n)
{
if (n == 0) return 1;
else return n * fact(n-1);

˝

Note that when functions may be nested, as in the Gnu dialect ofC, the return refers to
the nearest enclosing function. Idealising this, we may regardreturn as syntactic sugar for
JI. But the crucial difference between a return function defined in terms ofJ and the return
statement ofC is that the former is a first-class function. One may pass it as an argument to
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a different procedure, as ing(JI), givingg a means for an exit from its caller. Consider for
examplef = (λx. . . . g(return) . . .) whereg = (λr. . . . r(a) . . .). f hands off the ability
to return fromf to g. Wheng then calls its argument, the call off that calledg returns
with a. It is perhaps worth emphasising that the binding is static: wheng calls areturn
function defined inf , this causesf , and notg, to return. Conversely, one may retrieveJ
from first-classreturn by postcomposition [14]:

J f = return ◦ f

2.2. J compared tocall/cc

J andcall/cc differ in their view as to where continuations are introduced. The latter, in
keeping with the overall style of Scheme, is expression-oriented; the former slightly more
procedure-oriented in that a special significance is attached toλ-abstractions among expres-
sions. Withcall/cc, every expression has a continuation, which one can seize by wrapping
the expression into acall/cc i.e., by writingcall/cc(λk.M). With J, the only places where
continuations are introduced areλ-abstractions.J gives access to a continuation, but it is
not the current one. Rather it is the result continuation of the statically enclosingλ. (Hence
one may have to introduce additionalλ-abstractions in order to seize the right continuation.)

SoJ subordinates continuations to procedures, in that continuations can only be introduced
as the result continuation of some procedure, and continuations can only be used (invoked)
indirectly by being attached to some procedure. (This subordination of some more general
programming language construct to procedures is perhaps not without parallel. For instance,
whereas inC, blocks with local variable declarations can appear anywhere, in Pascal, blocks
have to be procedure bodies.)

A comparison between theJ-operator and the by now more familiarcall/ccwas first made
by Reynolds. Reynolds’s paper on definitional interpreters [18] introduces theescape-
construct, which is the binder variant ofcall/cc, i.e.,

escape k inM = call/cc(λk.M) and call/cc = λm.escape k inmk

Reynolds showsJ andescapeto be interdefinable:

let g = J(λx.R1) inR0

= escapeh in let g = λx.h(R1) inR0

Notice howJ postcomposes a continuationh to its argument. Conversely,

escape g inR

= let g = J(λx.x) inR

Strictly speaking, these equivalences do not hold generally, but only immediately inside a
λ-abstraction. The second can be adapted to a general equivalence by inserting a dummy
λ-abstraction to makeJ grab thecurrentcontinuation:

escape g inR

= (λ().escape g inR) ()
= (λ().let g = J(λx.x) inR) ()
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For call/cc, such aλ is (fortuitously) already there to bind the argument:

call/cc = λf.f(J(λx.x))

The reverse direction, i.e., definingJ in terms of Scheme’scall/cc, was studied by Felleisen
[3]: he defines a syntactic embedding ofJ into Scheme, essentially as follows:

x∗ = x

(MN)∗ = M∗N∗

(λx.M)∗ = λx.call/cc(λk.M∗[J 7→ λf.k ◦ f ])

A crucial point is that this embedding does not mapλ directly toλ.
Less formally, and in terms of Scheme-inspired nomenclature, it is worth emphasising

that J is not of the form “call-with-foo”; rather it could be phrased ascompose-with-
current-dump . In particular, in an idiom likeJ(λx.M), thex does not receive the current
dump; instead, the functionλx.M is postcomposed with the (continuation represented by
the) current dump. In the same spirit,return could be dubbedcall-current-dump-with .
(call-with-current-dump would also be possible, but somewhat artificial.)

3. The Transition-Rule of the extendedsecd-machine

J is given an operational semantics by extending thesecd machine from “The mechanical
evaluation of expressions” [9]. (Introductions to the basicsecd-machine withoutJ can
also be found in many functional programming textbooks [5, 7, 17].) Landin’s original
definition (on page 16), however, is somewhat incomplete, as pointed out by Felleisen [3].
These omissions were tacitly corrected by Burge in his textbook [1], which uses thesecd-
machine, includingJ, as a foundation. For historical accuracy, the editors of this special
issue chose to reprint the paper as it was. Hence we recall Burge’s corrected definition
in this note: see Figure 1 for a definition of Landin’s functionTransform with Burge’s
corrections.

The notation for theTransform function of thesecd machine follows that of Landin’s
other papers, e.g., [9]. It is largely self-explanatory or standard (like the McCarthy condi-
tional→). Colon “:” stands for list construction (cons), u is the unit list function;h andt
are the head and tail functions for lists, respectively.

Compared to the originalsecd-machine, there are three new transitions. There is one
new command,J, that may appear in the control string; and there are two new kinds of
values, stateappenders and program closures, that can be applied to an argument much like
an ordinary function closure. (The stateappenders are Burge’s addition. Landin only used
program closures.) Thus the new arms of the conditional are

X = J → . . .

stateappender f → . . .

progclosure f → . . .

A reader looking for an small example could consider evaluating an instance of the
“unnatural exit” idiomJ (λx.x).

(v : S,E,J(λx.x) : ap : C,D)
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Transform [S,E,C,D] =
null C → [hS:S′, E′, C ′, D′]

where [S′, E′, C ′, D′] = D
else→
let X = hC
identifier X → [(locationEX)E : S,E, t C,D]
λexpX → [consclosure((E,bvX), u(bodyX)) : S,E, t C,D]
X = J→ [consstateappenderD : S,E,C,D]
X = ap→

let f :x:S′ = S
closure f →

let consclosure((E′, J), C ′) = f
[(), consenv(assoc(J, x), E′), C ′, [S′, E, t C,D]]

stateappender f →
let consstateappenderD′ = f
[consprogclosure(x,D′) : S,E,C,D]

progclosure f →
let consprogclosure(f ′, D′) = f
[f ′:x:S′′, E′′, ap:C ′′, D′′]
where [S′′, E′′, C ′′, D′′] = D′

else→ [f x : S,E, t C,D]
else→ let combine(F,Z) = X

[S,E,Z:F :ap:t C,D]

Figure 1. Thesecd transition function after Landin and Burge

is transformed into
(v : S′, E′, C ′, D′),

where(S′, E′, C ′, D′) = D, just as ifv had been returned by natural exit from a procedure
call, that is, starting from(v : S,E, (), D).

For more details on the semantics ofJ, see Burge [1], and Felleisen [3], also Felleisen and
Friedman [4]. Reynolds [18] explains howsecd states can be regarded as “defunctional-
ized” continuations; see the textbook [6] for more details on defunctionalising continuation-
passing interpreters.

4. Conclusions

TheJ-operator was ahead of its time in that it not only predatedcall/cc by a decade, but
even the dynamic non-local exits of MacLisp [20]. Moreover, unlikeJ, dynamic exits do
not give an answer to Landin’s question what it means for a function to return a label as its
result. Consider a Lisp function returning a “label” (corresponding to a catch tag in Lisp):
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(defun label-as-result ()
(catch ’tag ’tag))

When called, this literally returnstag. One could argue that returning a catch tag is begging
the question what is denoted by it. In thesecd formalism, an analogous function could
be written asλ().J(λx.x). This function returns a program closure. So, within thesecd
framework, Landin could give an answer to what is the “thing denoted by a label”. This
answer was earlier, albeit much less abstract, than that by denotational semantics, i.e.,
continuations [21].

Apart from the historical significance ofJ, we could also point to some conceptual issues.
J differs in two independent ways fromcall/cc:

1. call/ccseizes the current continuation, whileJ seizes (the continuation represented by)
the current dump;

2. call/ccgives direct access to the continuation, whileJ requires a function to which the
continuation is to be postcomposed.

Of these two differences, it is the first that makes the comparison betweenJ andcall/cc
difficult. More significantly, it is also the cause for a certain pitfall in equational reasoning
with terms that may containJ. Landin refers to this as an “undesirable technical feature” of
J (page 26). The second point is whether postcomposition of a continuation to a function
should be a special operation. Burge claims as an advantage ofJ that a “program closure
has a function and a state”, i.e., continuation, rather than “only a state” [1, pp. 86–87].
Similarly, Landin [14] argues for this feature ofJ in terms of implementation.

In the modern typed setting [2, 15] one could make this second point quite abstractly.
Suppose we have both functionsf : A→ B and continuationsk : ¬A, and that all we know
about continuations is that they can be fed arguments of the appropriate type. Arguably
the most fundamental fact to note is that for each functionf : A → B one has another
function, call it¬f , that takes a continuation as its argument and postcomposes it tof ,
hence¬f : ¬B → ¬A. This makes¬ an operation with the following type:

¬ : (A→ B)→ (¬B → ¬A)

Hofmann [8] notes that such an operation (which is definable in terms ofcall/cc) may be
useful to reason with equational axioms, such as the “naturality” ofcall/cc. Thus one could
argue that, quite apart from the “undesirable feature” ofJ, Landin and Burge’s emphasis
on postcomposition has been corroborated.
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